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White

Light Grey

Ivory

Highland Stone

Lancaster Oak

Scots Grey

Graphite

Cabinet Colours
seven cabinet colour options

a�Matching door and cabinet colour 
options for a seamless design 

a�Contrast cabinet colour and door 
colour depending on the customer 
requirements
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The Drawer
soft-cose, as standard

a�Hettich Atira Drawer 

a�Soft-close drawers, fully 
extending, supplied as standard

a�260mm and 470mm standard 
drawers depth options

a�Metal backs

a�Solid 16mm Anthracite Linen 
base

a�Easy adjustment

a�Anthracite finish 

a�Sturdy quadro full extension 
drawer runners

a�40kg for standard Hettich Atira 
Drawer. 60kg for pan Hettich Atira 
Drawer

a�Available with drawer internals. 
Anthracite finish moveable, 
plastic inserts for standard 
drawers and metal internal 
dividers in an anthracite 
lacquered finish for pan drawers

a470mm pan drawer depth

a�Open top, glass design for pan 
drawers
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colour options

Vogue
flat slab door

a�18mm thick semi matt melamine

a�Soft rounded 1mm ABS edging 
edging

a�Lancaster Oak has a horizontal 
grain finish on both sides

white

light grey

highland 
stone

lancaster  
oak

ivory

graphite

scots grey

vogue scots grey
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vogue scots grey
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vogue white and lancaster oak
levante marble and mayfield oak worktops
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vogue graphite and light grey
levante marble and alaskan oak worktops
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vogue graphite
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vogue graphite
florence oak worktops and bronze splashback
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loran highland stone

colour options

Loran
grained paint effect flat slab door

a�MFC flat slab door with horizontal 
grained paint effect to the front and 
back

a�Matching soft rounded 1mm ABS 
edges

a�Matching flat slab drawer front with 
horizontal grain

highland 
stone

light grey

graphite

scots grey
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loran highland stone with marlo mayfield oak
truffle pietra worktops
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loran scots grey with marlo mayfield oak
silver shadow worktops
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loran scots grey and graphite with marlo mayfield oak
silver shadow worktops
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Stretton
silk flat slab door

a�MDF core flat slab range with ‘Silk’ 
finished cold pressed front face 
18.5mm thick

a�Finished in 1mm ‘Silk’ ABS edging, 
soft rounded with 1mm radius to 
corners and edges

colour options

white

light grey

graphite

highland 
stone

dust grey

inkwell

scots grey

stretton graphite and dust grey
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stretton graphite and dust grey
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stretton highland stone and white
carrara marble and washed oak worktops
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stretton highland stone and white
carrara marble and washed oak worktops
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colour options

Linden
gloss flat slab door

aMDF flat slab door 18mm thick

a�1mm radius to external edges - PUR 
glued

a�Gloss acrylic faced with a textured 
finish to the reverse of the door

a�Matching ABS solid edging

white ivory

highland 
stone scots grey

light grey graphite
linden graphite and light grey
with border oak breakfast bar
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linden graphite and light grey
with border oak breakfast bar
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colour options

Marlo
textured flat slab door

a�MFC flat slab door 18mm thick

a�Lifelike structure finish to the front 
and back of the door

a�Edges are soft rounded 1mm ABS 
and PUR glued

a�Doors and drawers are a vertical 
grain

terra

manhattan

washed oak

mayfield oak

florence oak
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marlo manhattan
levante marble worktops and titanium splashback
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colour options

Horton
silk painted flat slab door

aMDF painted silk slab door design

aDoors and Drawers 18mm thick

a�Super smooth ‘Silk’ polyester 
painted finish front and back and all 
edges

white

light grey

graphite

highland 
stone

ivory

dust grey

inkwell

scots grey

horton scots grey
levante marble and mayfield oak worktops
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horton highland stone
truffle pietra and florence oak worktops
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colour options

Interra
high gloss j pull door

aMDF slab door 22mm thick

a�J pull handle with 2mm radius to 
edges

a�Over painted in a high gloss finish

a�Matching drawer front with J pull 
handle

white

graphitedust grey

light grey

interra white
carrara marble worktops
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interra white
carrara marble and washed oak worktops

colour options

Ravello
silk painted j pull door

a�MDF painted silk slab J pull door 
design

aDoors and Drawers 18mm thick

a�Super smooth ‘Silk’ polyester 
painted finish front and back and all 
edges

white

light grey

graphite

highland 
stone

ivory

dust grey

inkwell

scots grey

ravello inkwell with light grey
mayfield oak worktop
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colour options

Kingston
paint effect slim shaker door

a�5 piece slim shaker style grained 
finish painted effect door

a�60mm stiles and 12mm thick centre 
panel 

a�22mm MDF construction wrapped in 
a vertical grained vinyl

a�Drawer fronts up to 175mm have a 
plain horizontal slab design, 283mm 
and above have a 5 piece shaker 
design

light grey

highland 
stone

moonlight 
blue

dust grey

pine green

scots grey

kingston dust grey
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kingston dust grey
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colour options

Harlech
paint effect grained shaker door

a�22mm thick MDF core 5 piece 
wrapped door

a�Moulded frame and small V joint 
detailing

a�Paint effect woodgrain finish

a�Drawer fronts are a solid slab panel 
with grain running horizontally 

light grey

highland 
stonedust grey

pine green

scots grey

harlech light grey

moonlight 
blue

graphite
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harlech light grey
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harlech moonlight blue and light grey
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harlech moonlight blue and light grey
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colour options

Paignton
matt shaker door

a�5 piece matt finish shaker door

a�22mm thick door with shallow recess 
to centre panel

a�75mm stiles and rails

a�Drawer fronts are a slab design

light grey

highland 
stone

moonlight 
blue

dust grey

scots grey

paignton dust grey and scots grey
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paignton dust grey and scots grey
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Ashbrook
painted ash shaker door

colour options

a�Square solid Ash shaker frame

a�85mm stiles and rails with internal 
mould surrounding a veneer centre 
panel

a�Drawer fronts are a solid slab panel

white

light grey

graphite

highland 
stone

ivory

dust grey

inkwell

scots grey
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ashbrook light grey and inkwell
silver shadow and carrara marble worktops
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colour options

Hadlow
narrow frame painted ash shaker door

a�Narrow frame solid Ash shaker door

a�75mm stiles with shallow recess to 
the Ash veneer centre panel

a�Drawer fronts are a solid slab panel

white

light grey

graphite

highland 
stone

ivory

dust grey

inkwell

scots grey
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hadlow graphite
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Chiltern
painted ash shaker door

a�Square solid Ash shaker with 105mm 
internal moulded stiles and rails

a�Veneer raised and fielded centre 
panel

a�V joint detail to the frame

a�Drawer fronts are a traditional slab 
design

colour options

white

light grey

graphite

highland 
stone

ivory

dust grey

inkwell

scots grey
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chiltern highland stone
carrara marble and mayfield oak worktops
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colour options

Moulton
silk painted shaker door

a�MDF door with a 90mm wide shaker 
frame design

a�Doors and drawers 18.5mm thick

a�Drawer front is a slab design 

a�Super smooth ‘Silk’ polyester painted 
finish to front, back and all edges

white

light grey

graphite

highland 
stone

ivory

dust grey

inkwell

scots grey
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moulton graphite and white
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colour options

Sudbury
solid oak shaker door

a�Square solid Ash wide frame door

a�105mm wide stiles and rails and a 
flat Ash veneered centre panel 

a�V joint detail to the frame

a�Drawer fronts are a slab design

white

light grey

graphite

highland 
stone

ivory

dust grey

inkwell

scots grey

sudbury graphite
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sudbury highland stone and white
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Stamford
solid oak shaker door

a�Square solid Ash wide frame door

a�105mm wide stiles and rails that 
have chamfered moulding to their 
inside edge

a�Flat Oak veneered centre panel

a�V joint detail to the frame

colour options

white

light grey

graphite

highland 
stone

ivory

dust grey

inkwell

scots grey

stamford natural oak and scots greystamford natural oak
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stamford highland stone
bronze splashback
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beech crenata
standard texture

natural sangha wenge  
standard texture

dark mountian oak 
standard texture 

antique messina
coarse texture

carrara marble 
matt texture

calypso 
standard texture

sonoma oak  
standard texture

glacial storm 
standard texture

quartz stone 
coarse texture

india white 
matt texture

black brazil 
standard texture

rabac
standard texture

deep slate
standard texture

ipanema grey 
coarse texture

cento 
matt texture

ceramic dust 
standard texture

torino oak nature 
standard texture

kings marble green  
standard texture

bellato grey 
matt texture

light cortona  
matt texture

clay sangha wenge 
standard texture

wellington oak 
standard texture

natural oak block 
standard texture

breccia paradiso 
matt texture

trasimeno basalt 
matt texture

Worktop selection
a�Traditional laminated worktop

a�Postformed for long lasting use

a�40mm work surfaces, manufactured 
to the highest of standards

a�Standard, course and matt texture 
finishes are available
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washed oak

arctic frost

earth stone

aluminium

florence oak

carrara marble

midnight pietra

titanium

alaskan oak

levante marble

truffle pietra

bronze

mayfield oak

silver shadow

rustic leather

copper brass

farmhouse oak

storm cloud

Metallic upstands and splash backs 

Stone décor

Wood décor
a�Wood effect laminated worktops

a�39mm thick

a�Laminated front and back

a�Matching 1mm ABS edging to all 
four sides

a�Stone effect laminated worktops

a�19mm thick

a�Laminated front and back

a�Matching 1mm ABS edging to all 
four sides

a�19mm thick aluminium faced 
laminate

a�Matching 1mm 3D ABS edging
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Storage selection
a�Coordinating internal storage

a�Pan drawers feature glass sides

anthracite finish drawer box with internal drawer

anthracite finish pan drawer box with glass sides anthracite finish internal drawers with glass sides
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anthracite finish drawer box with internal drawer and cutlery insert
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Storage selection

larder cabinet with shelving and internal drawers

corner cabinet  
with flyover shelving

lemans corner cabinet

integrated bin cabinet

a�Coordinating internal storage

a�Pan drawers feature glass sides
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stacked washing machine and drier

utility room larder cabinet with vacuum cleaner storage

utility room in linden scots grey

utility room larder cabinet with vacuum cleaner storage
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silk painted flat slab

light grey graphite inkwell

highland 
stoneivorywhite

dust grey

scots grey

Horton

silk flat slab doorflat slab door

grained paint effect flat slab door

light grey
highland 

stone graphitescots grey

light grey

light grey graphitegraphite inkwelllancaster oak

highland 
stone

highland 
stoneivory whitewhite

dust grey

scots greyscots grey

StrettonVogue

Loran

Modern Ranges
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high gloss j pull door

gloss flat slab door

scots grey

light grey

graphite

graphite

highland 
stoneivorywhite

white

light grey

dust grey

Interra

Linden
silk painted j pull door

textured flat slab door

terra

mayfield oakflorence oakwashed oak manhattan

light grey graphite inkwell

highland 
stoneivorywhite

dust grey

scots grey

Ravello

Marlo

Modern Ranges
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Classic Ranges

Ashbrook

Chiltern

painted ash shaker door

painted ash shaker door

light grey

light grey

graphite

graphite

inkwell

inkwell

highland 
stone

highland 
stone

ivory

ivory

white

white

dust grey

dust grey

scots grey

scots grey

Kingston

Paington

paint effect slim shaker door

matt shaker door

light grey

light grey

dust grey

dust grey

scots grey

scots grey

moonlight 
blue

moonlight 
blue

pine green

highland 
stone

highland 
stone
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Moulton

Stamford & Stamford Oak

SudburyHarlech

silk painted shaker door

solid oak shaker door

solid oak painted shaker doorpaint effect grained shaker door

light grey

light grey

graphite

graphite inkwell

pine green
moonlight 

blue

highland 
stone

highland 
stone

ivorywhite

dust grey

dust grey

scots grey

scots grey

light grey

light grey

graphite

graphite

inkwell natural 
oak

inkwell

highland 
stone

highland 
stone

ivory

ivory

white

white

dust grey

dust grey

scots grey

scots grey

Hadlow
narrow frame painted ash shaker door

light grey graphite inkwell

highland 
stoneivorywhite

dust grey

scots grey
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Please remember that whilst every care is taken to accurately represent the colours in this brochure, as a result of variables in the photographic and printing processes,they may 
vary from the actual product. The best way to make your final decision on colour and finish is to visit your local showroom who can provide actual samples.  

Also, as wood is a natural material, the colour, pattern of the grain and the finish may vary. E&OE.
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